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NEWS BRIEFING

“Vietnam’s March rice exports hit one-yr 
high as top buyers grow hungry”

“Domestic price hike hurts VN rice export-
ers”

“Price, quality of rice exports to Africa scru-
tinized”

“China’s ‘super rice’ to yield 17 tons per hect-
are annually”

“Asia Rice-Prices rise in India on firm rupee, 
Vietnam on supply woes”

“Indonesia turns it back on Vietnamese rice 
as crops at home flourish” “Italy producers in Asia rice row”

“ASEAN rice reserve available during emer-
gencies”

“THAI CABINET APPROVES RICE-ASSIS-
TANCE PROGRAMS”

“World Bank Plans Equipment Centre For 
Plateau Farmers ”

“Vietnam Ministries modify rice export con-
ditions ”

“Somdech Hun Sen Urges Philippine Invest-
ment for Ailing Rice Sector”

“Millers push for China access”
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Milled rice at a processing factory in Vietnam’s southern Mekong 
Delta. Indonesia, the world’s fourth most populous country and a 
major buyers of Vietnamese rice, has not returned to Vietnam for 
new purchases this year. Photo by Reuters
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VN Express : April 11, 2017
Vietnam exported 550,700 tons of rice in March, the 
highest monthly figure in a year, with demand from 
China and several key buyers including Singapore and 
the Ivory Coast rising, Vietnam Customs data shows.

The actual loading volume last month is the highest 
since March 2016 and also marks the first time in the 
past year when the monthly export volume from the 
Southeast Asian nation rose beyond 500,000 tons, 
based on data released on Monday by the Finance 
Ministry’s customs agency.
. Read more...

Vietnamnet : April 07, 2017
According to the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural De-
velopment, Viet Nam exported 1.28 million tonnes 
of rice, worth nearly US$570 million, during the first 
three months of 2017.
This represents a decrease of 18.1 per cent in volume 
and 17.3 per cent in value from figures during the cor-
responding period last year.
Do Ha Nam, general director of the Intimex Group 
Joint Stock Company, said most exported rice was 
destined for the Philippines, China and Africa, which 
are also the largest rice importers in Viet Nam.
However, enterprises that were not among those com-
panies allowed to export to China under the protocol 
on plant quarantine for Viet Nam’s rice and rice bran 
exports to China, found it difficult to find markets.
Read more...

Vietnamartnews : April 06, 2017
According to the Vietnam Food Association (VFA), in 
2013, Vietnam exported about 6.6 million tonnes of 
rice, and Africa was Vietnam’s second largest importer 
of the grain, behind China (exports to Africa accounted 
for nearly 30 percent of the total export value of Viet-
namese rice in 2013). In September, exports to Africa 
for the first time accounted for nearly 70 percent of 
the total export volume of Vietnamese rice, even high-
er than those to China. Currently, Vietnam exports rice
to 30 out of the 55 African countries. Major African 
countries importing Vietnamese rice include Ivory 
Coast, Ghana, Senegal, Angola and Cameroon.
Read more...

CGTN : April 13, 2017
The annual output of China’s “super hybrid rice” may 
soon reach 17 tons per hectare, according to re-
nowned rice scientist Yuan Longping, who is known as 
China’s “father of hybrid rice.”
“This year, we are striving for a new target – 1,130 
kilograms per mu (about 0.07 hectares), or 17 tons 
per hectare,” Yuan said in a speech on Wednesday at 
the First International Forum on Rice in Sanya, Hainan 
Province. “The chance of reaching the 17-ton target is 
90 percent.”
He added that the Ministry of Agriculture launched a 
project on super hybrid rice breeding in 1996, adding 
that the target of 16 tons per hectare was realized in 
2015.
About 65 percent of Chinese depend on rice as a 
staple food. The country’s super hybrid rice, boasting 
remarkably high yields, is produced by crossbreeding 
different kinds of rice. Read more...

Company News : April 06, 2017
VIndia, the world’s biggest rice exporter, mainly ex-
ports non-basmati rice to African countries and pre-
mier basmati rice to the Middle East. Its rice output 
could rise by 4.3 percent to a record high of 108.86 
million tonnes in 2016/17.

Traders in Vietnam, the world’s third-largest rice ex-
porter, were worried about the quality of rice as rain 
in key-producing areas has already affected the grain.
. Read more...

VN Express : April 07, 2017
Indonesia, the world’s fourth most populous country 
and a major buyer of Vietnamese rice, has not re-
turned to Vietnam for new purchases this year, while 
its overall 2017 rice imports are forecast to halve to 
around 500,000 tons thanks to better domestic pro-
duction, according to industry reports.

Indonesia was among Vietnam’s 10 biggest rice buy-
ers in the 2010-2016 period, with imports peaking at 
nearly 1.9 million tons in 2011, based on data from 
Vietnam’s agriculture ministry. Read more...

Thepeninsulaqatar : April 13, 2017
Italian farmers’ association Coldiretti said imports of 
rice from Asia was driving the price of the home-grown 
staple into the ground, while lax labelling laws meant 
families could not trace the origins of products on su-
permarket shelves.

“Over the last year, the sale price of rice has halved 
and the number of imports has quadrupled from 
southeast Asia,” said Coldiretti head Roberto Moncal-
vo, as producers rallied in protest outside the agricul-
ture ministry in Rome. Read mtore...

Philippine News Agency: April 03, 2017
Philippines had already benefited from the AERR/AP-
TERR since 2010 but almost all under Tier 3 program. 
Thailand donated 520 metric tons of rice to the Phil-
ippines through the APTERR Secretariat for victims of 
Typhoons Ondoy and Juan, La Nina and flash floods. 
Since the APTERR came into force in 2012, at least 
7,200 MT of rice were donated through the program 
to the Philippines for the victims of typhoons Pablo, 
Yolanda and Nona. Read more...

Thai Visa News: April 13, 2017
Vice Minister for Commerce, Nattaporn Jatusripitak 
revealed that the three programs will be operational 
from 2017 to 2021, during which the Rice Depart-
ment will distribute high-quality jasmine rice at 10 
baht per kilogram to participating farmers who qualify 
for up to 5 Rai (or 8,000 square meters), at 15 kilo-
gram per Rai. 

The second program encourages joint management 
and production efforts in order to reduce costs by sup-
porting the use of certain strands, agricultural machin-
ery, land cultivation, and organic fertilizer. 
Read more...

Africa Independent Television: April 15, 2017
Under the Word Bank finance facilitated by the Feder-
al Government, the farmers enjoy holistic support in 
the area of capacity building, input and advisory ser-
vices support, assets acquisition and rural infrastruc-
tural support.

The infrastructural component include the rehabilita-
tion of identified dams and construction of six rural 
roads totalling 17km in Shedam, Langtang South, 
Kanke, Mangu, Bassa and Jos East LGAs, which will 
ease the transportation challenges presently faced by 
our rural farmers.

Also, Plateau State FADAMA farmers have been com-
mended for independently setting up the first ever mi-
crofinance bank entirely owned by farmers in Nigeria.
Read more...

ThesaigonTimes: April 14, 2017
According to Hai, the Government is actively improv-
ing the rice export business environment by reducing 
the intervention of non-State organizations that may 
cause difficulties for rice export enterprises.

Earlier, at the conference “Solutions for the sustain-
able development of rice in the Mekong Delta” held 
in An Giang Province on March 15, Prime Minister 
Nguyen Xuan Phuc requested relevant ministries and 
departments to revise the regulations that hinder the 
development of Vietnam’s rice sector.

Specifically, the PM requested the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade to scrap some unreasonable rights of the 
Vietnam Food Association (VFA) such as price ceiling 
control and quota distribution which obstruct the ex-
port of rice and the development of Vietnamese rice 
sector as a whole. Read more...

CambodiaDaily : April 11, 2017
The price drop and subsequent protests by some 
farmers led Mr. Hun Sen to inject $27 million into the 
industry. He also urged rich Cambodians and govern-
ment officials to buy rice from struggling farmers. His 
remarks to Mr. Duterte came during the Philippine 
leader’s visit to Cambodia in December.

“Previously, the price of paddy rice dropped dramat-
ically, making farmers unhappy. But it’s not just in 
Cambodia,” Mr. Hun Sen said, noting that Thailand 
was also struggling. Reuters reported in August that 
former Thai Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra faced 
charges of criminal negligence over her government’s 
rice subsidy scheme, which the military junta that 
ousted her claims cost the state more than $8 billion.
. Read more...

The Phnom Penh Post : April 05, 2017
According to Hun Lak , Vice president of Cambodia 
Rice Federation, Cambodia’s rice industry has strug-
gled since 2015, with about 10 millers forced into 
bankruptcy and others deep in debt. He said the 
global market has become increasingly “narrow and 
strict”, and unless Cambodian exporters can develop 
new markets the rice industry could soon collapse.

The latest challenge to the sector is the EU’s call on 
farmers to eradicate the use of the fungicide Tricy-
clazole in rice production. The European Commission 
has given Cambodian producers of white rice until 
June and fragrant rice until December to meet its re-
vised threshold levels – 0.01 milligrams of Tricyclazole 
residue per kilo of rice, far below the current limit of 1 
milligram per kilo. Read more...

CRF News : April 10, 2017
In the closing ceremony of the General Assembly, Samdech Techo offers high recommendation and most im-
portant advice to the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and the relevant ministries and institutions 
on the following point: Read more...

The Closing Convention Of The Ministry Of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 2016-2017

National Food Authority (NFA) Administrator Jason Laurea-
no Y. Aquino, who headed the Philippine delegation to the 
APTERR meeting recently held in Bangkok, Thailand report-
ed that an agreement was reached to implement the Tier 
1 program which will allow sales of rice between member 
countries of APTERR from the earmarked emergency rice 
reserve during emergencies and calamities. (Photo: Simone 
Bosotti/ Flickr)
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ការត្រួ្ពិនិ្្យអង្ករនាចំេញចៅចតរៅត្រចេស សហពន័្ធតសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជាចសនើអគ្គនាយកដ្ឋា នកសិកម្ម ចដ្ះតរាយ្រញ្ហា ត្រឈម្រនាទា ន់

ចោក រ៉ា ន ់ចរ ើយ ្រន្តរាកសួរអនកវេិយារាសស្តសូតវននវេិយារាថា នតរាវតជាវតសរូវអន្តរជា្ិ កម្មវធិី្រិេមហាសននិបា្រ្រស់ តកសួង កសិកម្ម រពុកាខា ត្រមាញ និងចនរាេ ឆ្ន ២ំ០១៦~២០១៧  

សហពន័្ធតសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា បានេូលរមួេំណែកជាតសរូវនិងអង្ករកនពុងកម្មវធិី ភូម្ិរណងអែមននក្តីតសោញ់ កនពុងតពរឹ្្តិការែ៍អង្គរសសក្្ក ន្ត ចៅចេ្្តចសៀមរ្រ ណែលសហការចរៀ្រេំចដ្យសហភាពសហពន័្ធយពុវជនកម្ពុជាចេ្្តចសៀមរ្រ 

និងសមាគមនេ៍ពុងចៅកម្ពុជា។
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កិេ្ចសំភាសនរ៍វាង ចោក នង វាសនា អនពុត្រធានសហពន័្ធតសរូវអ

ង្ករកម្ពុជា ជាមយួេូរេស្សនប៍ាយន័

Watch Video : View Link

សហពន័្ធ       បានចសនើសពុំចោយ អគ្គនាយកដ្ឋា ន    កសិកម្ម ជួយ�

ជតមរុញការក្រ ចនះចោយបានចលឿនតាមណែលោេចធវើចៅបាន 

ចែើម្កីពុំចោយរងំសទាះែល់ការនាចំេញចៅកានច់ៅ េីផ្សារេិន 

ពិចសសចលើកូតា ២០មពុនឺចតាន ឆ្ន ២ំ០១៧ចនះ។សតមា្រនី់្ិវធិី 

ខាងអគ្គនាយកដ្ឋា នកសិកម្មនរឹងេពុះចៅត្រួ្ពិនិ្្យនិងវាយ្ំនល

ជា្រឋមសិនរេួនរឹង្រញូ្ន្រញី្ច ្្ម ះចរងមា៉ា សពុីនជា្រច់ៅកាន់

ភាគីេិនចែើម្ចីសនើសពុំចោយមសន្តីរ្រស់ GAQSIQ (ជីចអឃ្ូយសពុី)

េពុះមកវាយ្នមលៃជាចលើកេី២។

 

សិកាខា រាោចនះ ោេចរៀ្រេំច�ើយកនពុងណេចមរាចនះ ចហើយចសនើ
ចៅកានភ់ាគីេិនចៅកនពុងណេឧសភា។

ចោក រ៉ា ន ់ចរ ើយ ្រន្តរាកសួរអនកវេិយារាសស្តសូតវននវេិយារាថា នស្

រវតជាវតសរូវអន្តរជា្ិ (IRRI) អំពីការេូលរមួអភវិឌ្ឍនផ៍្លិ្ក

ម្មតសរូវ ចៅកម្ពុជា ជាមយួចោលនចោបាយតសរូវអង្ករណែលបាន្រ ្

រកាសកាលពីឆ្ន 2ំ010។

សហពន័្ធតសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា បានេូលរមួោ៉ា ងយកេិ្្តេពុកដ្ករ់ា្ត

្រក់នពុងកម្មវធិី្រិេមហាសននិបា្រ្រស់តកសួង កសិកម្ម រពុកាខា ត្រមាញ 

និង ចនរាេ ឆ្ន ២ំ០១៦ ~ ២០១៧ និង ចលើកេិសចៅការក្រឆ្ន  ំ

២០១៧~២០១៨ ចតកាមអធិ្រ្ីភាពែេ៏្ងេ់្ស់រ្រស់ 

សចម្តេអគ្គមហាចសនា្រ្ីច្ចជា ហ៊ពុន ណសន នាយករែឋាមសន្តី 

ននតពះរជាណាេតកកម្ពុជា ចៅរចសៀលន្ងៃេី១០ ណេចមរា 

ឆ្ន ២ំ០១៧ ចៅវមិានសន្តិភាព។

16 April 2017

Annoucement
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http://bayontv.com.kh/2017/04/107597/
http://bayontv.com.kh/2017/04/107723/
https://www.facebook.com/408531246023789/videos/606325892910989/
https://www.facebook.com/408531246023789/videos/606325892910989/
https://www.facebook.com/cambodiaricefederation/posts/1387818277950052
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zuV9hJXB9tA
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